
Question 2



HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE COMBINATION OF YOUR MAIN PRODUCT AND

ANCILLARY TEXTS?

This is question 2 of my evaluation, where I will be

answering the question ‘How effective is the combination of

your main product and ancillary texts?’. In this question I

shall be referring to all 3 of my final products, and how I

managed to co-ordinate the overall theme / style of my life

story concept throughout.

My short film, film poster, and magazine article blended

well with each other, I promoted the key message that I

wanted successfully via complementing and synergising my

products to form one whole unifying brand that had a

consistent theme / style, which made my content more

recognisable to my target audience.

I had chosen to base my story on difficulties, confusion and

the struggles of mental health and the effects that it could

have on the way you think and feel, and how significantly it

effects your life. I believed that the audience would be

able to connect with my idea, because I thought that they

would sympathise and with the idea of complex and confusing

emotions that they can deal and how they find it hard to

understand why they are feeling that way themselves and why

they behave in a certain way as a result of it.

The purpose of my short film was to tell a life story that

allows the audience to connect with the protagonist, and

emphasise with the thoughts and feelings of their deep

depression that they he has to endure in his everyday life.

My short film was about mental health and how everyone who

has mental health is affected in different ways. I wanted to

demonstrate how it can change how they see the world.

Furthermore, I wished to interpret this by altering the

visual effects of the footage that I had planned to take, in

order to portray their mood and how confused and vulnerable

they feel. In relation to the visual effects that I had

decided to choose for my short film, I considered adding a

black and white colour visual, which would suggest

connotations of depression, and feeling miserable.

My main character ‘Dion Hosseini’ needed to suggest the

message that depression is a mental illness of which can

lead to a great deal of suffering, which I present through

various flashbacks of memories to successfully achieve that.

Furthermore, having narration in my short film was important

to me and helped me to achieve the overall purpose of my

short film, because it significantly helped the audience to

understand the thoughts and feelings of the protagonist,

which made them feel more sympathy for him and helped hem to

emphasise with that he was going through. The title itself

‘My Inner Voice’ suggests that this is his story and is

intended to imply that this is the protagonist’s turn to

have their voice heard for a change, and that they’re sick

of having their feelings bottled up within themselves and

this is their way of expressing those thoughts and feelings.
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I intended to highlight the protagonist’s depression by

making references to moments in his life and referring to

both the friendship and family issues that have left him

traumatised. First of all, Ahmed Khan is the friend of the

protagonist, who I wished to portray as a somewhat

antagonist, who repeatedly betrays his friend, which lead

the protagonist to go into a deep depression. I intended to

mainly feature him in Skype scenes, because the concept of

it being online is relevant and down to earth to the teenage

audience, which is the age group of the main characters and

possibly the main audience that I was intending to target.

Finally, I featured a family counselling session scene where

all 3 other members of the family are arguing against the

protagonist. Each family member has either an argumentative

or care-free nature, which implies to the audience that his

family don’t care about the feelings of the protagonist,

which makes the audience feel sorry for the protagonist and

sympathise with him. I gave each member a specific role and

character that they needed to portray, e.g. for Enayat

Hosseini (Dion’s father), he has a care-free nature, which

is highlighted as he has a very limited dialogue during the

scene that he is actually in, which shows that he doesn’t

play much of a significant role in the protagonist’s life.

As well as that, he reads a newspaper through moments of the

counselling session, which suggests to the audience that

father doesn’t care, and that the character may not be in

such a deep depression if he had a father figure that he was

able to rely on for support. Overall, I believe that my

short film created a successful and effective meaning for my

short film product.

Before starting my film poster, I evaluated my short film

for key themes, and how I could present this through a short

film poster, so I could co-ordinate the theme, so that it

was consistent throughout all of my products.

A film poster’s main purpose is to identify what the story

may be about, advertise and inform the audience of details

about the film, film posters can target specific audience,

whether that be gender, age or through parallel meaning to

the audience’s feelings. The poster was supposed to promote

the key messages that my short film promoted whilst also

having a theme that suited the short film, so that they were

able to both act to unify an effective brand identity.

I feel that my film poster successfully captures the life

story style of my short film, I aimed to stick to the black

and white visual effects theme that I used on my short film

by using an image that I print-screened from my short film

onto my film poster as a backdrop, which would make it look

interesting and would therefore be presented well on a

poster. The colour scheme that I chose was black and white,

which correlated with the style of my short film (with the

image in black and white and the text in white, because if

it was in black then it wouldn’t be readable). Also, I

started-out with using basic fonts in my initial film poster
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drafts, but later on I decided that it would be appropriate

to include a varied range of different fonts for my poster

to make it look more professional and interesting to

readers. Furthermore, I ensured that the font of the title

was exactly the same as the one that I used on my short film

product, which was ‘Franklin Gothic Medium’, because it was

vital that I kept the logo of my short film the same

throughout, so that the logo was recognisable and had a

correlated identity throughout. However, I did decide to

change my logo slightly, because I felt that it could’ve

been improved slightly. Therefore, I increased the size of

the words ‘MY’ in the title from 54 to 72, which highlighted

the fact that this is my personal life story and this is

exactly what happened to me. The fact that the logo has

highlighted the fact that this is a personal story will make

my short film more appealing to the audience, because this

makes my concept appear more original.

I stuck with the conventions of film posters to have the

credits in ‘Steel Tongs’ font at the bottom of the page. In

the credits, it was vital that I credited first and

foremost, the actors, the director, the producer and the

cameramen. As well as that, I included the views at the top

of the page with the star ratings on top, with a quote

underneath and the review company that gave that review

under the quote. For all of my reviews, I included 5-star

ratings, which demonstrated to the audience that my short

film is good, which would suggest to the audience that the

concept and the finished short film product is popular and

well-produced. Furthermore, in relation to other conventions

that film posters usually have, I included a slogan

underneath my title, which essentially defines to an extent

what my short film is about. I chose to include a quote from

my short film as my slogan, which essentially describes the

thoughts and feelings of the protagonist throughout the

story, which helps the audience to briefly understand the

short film concept: “Feeling so much, and nothing at all.

Believing I’m going to be like this forever.”

My film poster was vital in combination with my short film

to show an effective meaning and keep a similar life story

themed style to my work, without such I would not be able to

successfully promote my ideology through my entire product,

both compliment each other to create a brand. My short

film’s poster promoted my brand well, thus being successful

in fulfilling its intended purpose.

The main purpose of film articles from a uses and

gratifications theory is to give information to the target

audience, finding out about relevant events and conditions

in immediate surroundings, society and the world seeking

advice on practical matters or opinion and decision choices

satisfying curiosity and general interest. The reasoning as

to why my article worked well with my other products is due

to the fact that my article gives the audience information

that tells the audience unknown aspects of the short film,
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using imagery from my short film that I had print-screened

like I did for my film poster. Doing this made the products

co-ordinate the same style and identity throughout all of my

products, thereby making my products develop a brand and an

identity, which would make all of my products easily

recognisable to the audience.

For my article, I followed through the same colour scheme as

I did with both my film poster and short film, as I used the

same visual effects in my short film, so when I

print-screened the images, they maintained the black and

white visual effects that I had already included, so it

therefore transpired into both my film poster and my

article. Furthermore, I included the same logo, where I

ended up using the same font, which makes my short film

recognisable on my film poster and article as well as the

actual short film product. As well as that, I included black

and white text only in my article and my film poster, which

was another factor that carried the colour scheme

throughout, thereby maintaining my brand identity.

In conclusion, all 3 of my products in cohesion were very

effective in demonstrating the ‘life story’ genre / style

that I was going for, which therefore promoted the values

and the meaning of my production well, thereby making a

positive experience for the intended audience and other

audiences who appear to come across it.


